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INTRODUCTION

IS CANADA READY FOR FREE TRADE WITH CHINA?

The drivers of the global economy are shifting from the United States and Europe toward the Asia Pacific. In 2000, Asia Pacific made up 29 per cent of global gross domestic product (GDP), while in 2021 this region is projected to represent 45 per cent, or nearly half.¹ China’s growth is a main contributor to this economic upswing. Currently, China is the second-largest economy in the world in terms of nominal GDP, and it is expected to become the largest economy in the next decade or so.

In response to the changing landscape of economic opportunity, the Canadian government is currently exploring greater economic integration with China in the form of a free trade agreement (FTA). Negotiating such a deal will be challenging given the complexity of the issues at hand and the need to secure Canadian public support for closer economic ties.

In the past year, Canadian attitudes toward greater economic engagement with China have improved. The Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada’s (APF Canada) National Opinion Poll 2017: Canadian Views on Engagement with China shows that Canadians’ support for an FTA with China has increased over the years. In the 2017 survey, 55 per cent of Canadians supported a Canada-China FTA (CCFTA) and 36 per cent opposed it, whereas in 2014, 36 per cent supported and 50 per cent opposed. Also, 76 per cent and 70 per cent of Canadians believe that greater engagement with China will lead to more opportunities for Canadian businesses and youth, respectively.

Notwithstanding the support, Canadians do acknowledge some concerns: 71 per cent are concerned that greater economic engagement will lead to greater vulnerability due to volatility in China’s economy and 64 per cent believe Canada will be more susceptible to pressure from the Chinese government.

As trade negotiators are well aware, it is difficult to promote major changes to an FTA partner’s core governance, rule of law and human rights systems through the framework of a trade agreement. Yet the general Canadian public lists addressing these issues as high priorities in furthering our relationship with China.²

When asked to select the top issues that the Canadian government should give priority to in its relationship with China, from a list of eight choices, Canadians indicated that their top priorities included: environmental protection (27%), calling on China to have respect for human rights and introduce democratic reforms (15%), and collaborating on global security (12%).

When it comes to negotiating an FTA with China, there appears to be a gap between the public’s perception of what it wants the Canadian government to push for in an FTA and what can actually be achieved in a trade negotiation. This presents unique challenges for how the Canadian government can address the Canadian public’s concerns, while at the same time pushing for a robust agreement.

While Canada could approach the negotiation by proposing that the goal be a traditional FTA that focuses mainly on tariff reduction, APF Canada would suggest that this might not be the ideal starting point. Rather, in view of both the complexity of the economic issues to be addressed and the need to address the concerns of the Canadian public, a different strategy should be considered.

As a starting point, the Canadian government is likely to explore the scope of an agreement that the Chinese are willing to consider. In this discussion, it will be important to assess whether our counterparts would be open to discussing a broader set of issues that are associated with a new generation of trade agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and the Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). These agreements have the merit of setting up frameworks that are forward-looking and respond to a range of trade barriers that have emerged as a function of growing complexity in inter-state economic transactions.

As part of a preliminary discussion, the Canadian government may want to explore whether the Chinese government would consider initially negotiating sector-specific arrangements prior to initiating a comprehensive formal FTA. This would allow Canada and China to address trade irritants not necessarily covered in an FTA. Focusing on sectors that would be considered low-hanging fruit, such as clean technology or certain natural-resource-based industries, and where Canada and China would immediately benefit from increased trade, would be a good place to start.

In light of the policy priority that the Canadian public has placed on Canadian collaboration with China on climate change, pollution, and human rights, the Canadian government might want to see whether China would be willing to consider negotiating strategic partnership agreements alongside trade discussions. Such a strategy was effectively deployed in the CETA negotiations and allowed the negotiating parties to discuss how they could enhance co-operation on issues that normally do not fall within trade agreements, such as international peace and security, counterterrorism, human rights and nuclear non-proliferation, clean energy and climate change, migration and peaceful pluralism, sustainable development, and innovation.
Finally, the Canadian government might want to see if there is an appetite to consider regulatory reciprocity, a form of conditional reciprocity. Such an approach could go a long way to assuaging concerns that parties might not hold to their commitments. If such an approach were to be used in a CCFTA, tariff and non-tariff barriers would be phased out only if each party succeeded in implementing previous commitments, as opposed to following a pre-agreed timeline that did not take into account actual performance.

A TRADE AGREEMENT WITH CHINA IS AN FTA ABOUT THE FUTURE

If the Canadian government begins FTA negotiations with China, it needs to take into account not only the political, economic, and social forces that are transforming the world we live in today, but also those that will shape the world we will live in tomorrow. The rationale behind this is simple: often, FTAs take years to negotiate and only reach full implementation decades after they enter into force.

Three major drivers of change will shape the future environment and need to be taken into account as Canada builds a framework for economic engagement with China: (1) global economic growth and technological development, (2) demographic shifts, and (3) environmental change.

TOWARD A CANADA-CHINA FTA

It is with the above considerations that APF Canada has developed this submission to the Government of Canada. The content is not exhaustive, but includes topics that APF Canada believes may not be covered in depth in other stakeholder submissions: (1) intellectual property rights, (2) temporary entry of business people, (3) selected services, (4) investment, (5) emerging technologies, (6) state-owned enterprise reform, and (7) human rights.

Each of the following sections introduces one of these topics, describes its current status as it relates to Canada and China, and highlights lessons learned from previous agreements signed by Canada and China, focusing specifically on “new generation” FTAs like the TPP and CETA as well as the China-Australia FTA and China-New Zealand FTA. A final section entitled “Next Steps” provides additional recommendations that the Canadian government may want to explore as it moves forward in its conversations with China.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Intellectual property rights (IPRs) is the term for the assignment of rights via patents, copyrights, and trademarks, which allows the holder of those rights to exercise a monopoly, through recognition or financial benefit, on the use of the item for a specified period. Since the 1990s, the Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) has been the global standard on global trade and IPRs. However, today’s FTAs, such as the TPP, are beginning to expand and strengthen international IPRs beyond the original TRIPS guidelines.

CURRENT STATUS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION IN CHINA

While Canadian companies have consistently identified weak and irregular enforcement of China’s IPRs as a barrier to doing business in the country, the concern around IPRs is diminishing. In a 2016 survey by the Canada China Business Council, 36 per cent of respondents viewed IPR protection and enforcement as “very important,” down from 46 per cent in 2014. As well, only 35 per cent of respondents indicated a serious impact of IPR infringements in China on their company’s business, down from 67 per cent in 2014. The key types of IPRs causing concern for Canadian businesses in China were trade secrets, patents, and trademarks. Other kinds of IPRs causing concern were copyright, plagiarism, and branding.⁴ According to an APF Canada survey in 2014, the manufacturing sector has historically been the most often affected by IPR infringement, followed by the mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction sectors, and enterprises offering professional, scientific, and technical services.⁵

FIG. 1 The Importance of IPR Protection and Enforcement for Canadian Companies with Business Ties to China, 2014 and 2016

Source: Canada China Business Council Survey 2016

---

China has made significant steps to update IPRs within the country, both for increased foreign investment as well as for national concerns. China is a growing source of international patents and trademarks. As innovators in China increasingly use their own patents and register trademarks, there is domestic pressure on the Chinese government to ensure intellectual property (IP) protection. In response to these concerns, China has been updating its laws governing IP frequently over the past few years. The government set up special IP courts in Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou in 2014, and special IP trial courts in Nanjing, Suzhou, Wuhan, and Chengdu in early 2017. China also aims to set up an IP appeal court in the near future.

**FIG. 2**

**Patent Grants in China, 2001 to 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Resident</th>
<th>Non-Resident</th>
<th>Abroad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>95,000</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>105,000</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>70,000</td>
<td>17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>115,000</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** WIPO Statistics, China Profile

**LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: TPP**

TPP is the current golden standard for IPR in FTAs and includes some additional measures to IPRs that move beyond TRIPS and Canadian standards.

**ARBITRATION:**

FTAs usually exclude IPRs from arbitration, which leaves rights holders to enforce their rights in local courts using local laws. The TPP goes a step further and includes arbitration for IPRs, with certain exceptions.

**TRADEMARKS:**

The TPP requires at least 10 years’ protection of regular trademarks and also requires parties to detain not only counterfeit goods but also goods bearing confusingly similar trademarks.
GEOGRAPHIC INDICATORS AND COLLECTIVE MARKS:

Geographic indicators (marks that identify a product as originating from a specific place) are effectively subsumed into trademarks within the TPP, moving away from them being their own separate article. Protection of collective marks (marks that identify a product as coming from a certain organization or group) is also included.

PATENTS:

The TPP includes expansion of market exclusivity on some products, such as pharmaceuticals, bringing other parties in line with current Canadian standards.

COPYRIGHT:

Implementation of TPP guidelines would result in a major change for Canadian copyright law by extending copyright protection to the life of the author plus 70 years, up from the current standard of life plus 50 years.

ENFORCEMENT:

The TPP requires that civil and criminal penalties (fines and imprisonment) be in place for infringement of IPRs, and it also requires legal enforcement for the protection of trade secrets.

STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES:

The TPP also includes a provision that TPP members cannot exclude state-owned enterprises from IP compliance rules.

TEMPORARY ENTRY OF BUSINESSPERSONS

It is common for FTAs to establish regulations around the temporary entry of workers in order to facilitate the ease of doing business in collaborating countries. Several elements are worth exploring in examining what a chapter on the temporary entry of business people might look like in a Canada-China FTA.
CURRENT STATUS OF CANADA-CHINA PEOPLE-PEOPLE TIES

Between 2005 and 2016, nearly 291,000 permanent residents from China arrived in Canada, with over half (65.5%) of all Chinese immigrants in 2015 citing economic reasons for their move. And after the 2004 launch of the “Green Card” system that allowed qualified foreigners to work in China permanently, China has become a destination for an increasing number of Canadian professionals.

The introduction of the 10-year visa program (established in 2012 for Chinese citizens entering Canada, and in 2015 for Canadian citizens entering China) provides individuals with multiple entry visas for business, tourism, and family purposes. In 2016, nearly 400,000 Chinese were approved for this 10-year visa to stay in Canada.

FIG. 3 Permanent Residents from China Landing in Canada, 2006 to 2015

![Graph showing permanent residents from China landing in Canada from 2006 to 2015.]

Source: Government of Canada (National Household Survey)

---

8. While an exact number is unknown because of a lack of reliable statistic, a report by the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada found that Canadians in China are made up of three groups: “employees of Canadian or multinational corporations; Canadian students and teachers; and Chinese-Canadians who return for business reasons”. Kenny Zhang, 2010, Flows of People and the Canada-China Relationship, Canadian International Council, [https://www.asiapacific.ca/sites/default/files/filefield/China_Papers_10_0.pdf](https://www.asiapacific.ca/sites/default/files/filefield/China_Papers_10_0.pdf).
LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: TPP, CETA AND ChAFTA

TPP AND CETA

Provisions around immigration in Canadian FTAs are all quite consistent. In the TPP and CETA, temporary entry is defined as “entry without the intent to establish permanent residence,” and four categories of businesspersons are: (1) business visitors, (2) intercorporate transferees, (3) investors, and (4) professionals and technicians. Canada does not use labour certification tests or quotas to limit the inflow of foreign workers in any of these categories. In a commitment to reciprocity, eligible workers can only enter Canada if the same types of Canadian workers can enter their other party’s country. Additionally, Canada provides temporary entry to spouses of all approved workers, with the exception of business visitors. The spouses are also exempt from labour certification tests and quotas, and receive an “open” work permit that is not restricted to an employer, industry, or region.

There are slight differences between CETA and the TPP, and the chapter on temporary entry in a CCFTA has the potential to adopt and collate them in an innovative way. For example, CETA provides a clearer definition of professions under the larger categories (such as the role of “specialist” under the intercorporate transferee category). CETA also contains language with respect to minimum wage and collective bargaining in Article 10.2(5). In terms of labour regulations and dispute settlement under the TPP, businesspersons who are treated unfairly cannot individually bring the case to a party; rather, their government would need to bring the case to the other party on their behalf.

The TPP makes it easier for investors to move within countries by providing temporary entry to the spouses of investors. The TPP also introduces new obligations for transparency and accountability in the visa application process, requiring the government to be as “expedient as possible,” respond to applicant inquiries “promptly,” and ensure that fees associated with visas are “reasonable.”

ChAFTA

Certain provisions in the China-Australia FTA (ChAFTA) are also worth considering. Firstly, for the first time in any FTA, China guarantees the equivalency of stay for Australian dependents and spouses who are staying for longer than 12 months. Second, and somewhat more controversially, ChAFTA includes a memorandum of understanding (MOU) allowing for investment facilitation arrangements – whereby Chinese-owned companies registered in

Australia undertaking infrastructure development projects worth over A$150M are able to negotiate labour flexibilities for certain projects in the same way Australian businesses can. This allows Chinese companies to respond to unique labour challenges through bringing in workers whose permits are regulated under Australia’s existing visa system. The agreement prevents either country from “imposing or maintaining any limitation on the total number of visas to be granted to natural persons of the other party.”¹¹ If Canada were to consider such an MOU, it would have to guarantee that proper labour market testing would be enforced to ensure a genuine effort in recruiting Canadian workers prior to outsourcing labour, and that outsourced workers would be paid at similar wages as the domestic market. Finally, complementary to ChAFTA, both countries have implemented a nonreciprocal Work and Holiday Arrangement, in which Australia will grant visas for up to 5,000 Chinese applicants.

**TRADE IN SERVICES**

One of the top priorities for President Xi Jinping’s administration is to restructure China into a service-based economy. Toward this end, the Chinese central government has been injecting a significant amount of resources to bolster the services sector, including a recently announced plan to set up a fund worth roughly C$5.9B to boost higher-value services exports.¹² Under similar top-down policies and initiatives, China’s services sector has seen tremendous growth in the past few years. Last year, it was worth C$7.6T, and made up over 50 per cent of the country’s GDP.¹³ Experts project more growth over the coming years, as the government aims to raise the sector’s contribution to between 70 per cent and 80 per cent of China’s GDP, the average for middle-income countries.¹⁴

Furthermore, China’s services sector, traditionally characterized by heavy state regulations and restrictions, has begun liberalizing and opening its doors to more private investment from domestic companies, as well as relevant foreign enterprises and institutions. Reflecting this liberalization is the fact that 61.1 per cent of total inward foreign direct investment (FDI) went toward China’s services sector in 2015, a 13 per cent increase from 2012.¹⁵

---


¹⁴ Ibid.

Moreover, China’s Ministry of Commerce and the National Development and Reform Commission will release a revised version of the 2015 Foreign Investment Industrial Guidance Catalogue later this year, reducing the 93 items currently subject to restrictions on foreign investments to 62. At the same time, however, China’s services reform is uneven across sectors and sub-sectors. Although the revised Catalogue is another step toward liberalization, key sectors such as public education, health care, and legal services will remain under heavy state regulation with restrictions on foreign investment. Nevertheless, multiple official Chinese sources state that these sectors are also poised for orderly liberalization in the medium term.

CURRENT STATUS OF CANADA-CHINA SERVICES TRADE

In 2015, Canada’s global services exports amounted to C$100.1B, representing 5 per cent of the country’s total GDP. Within this figure, 2.4 per cent of all Canada’s services exports went to China, the fourth destination for Canadian services exports behind the United States (55.1%), the United Kingdom (5.5%), and France (2.5%). Furthermore, Canadian exports and imports in services to and from China in 2014 totalled C$2.3B and C$2.2B, respectively, with travel-related services and government and transportation services consistently taking the lion’s share of exports.

Although trade in services between Canada and China is relatively balanced, it is still much smaller in volume compared to two-way trade in merchandise, which was C$86B in 2015. Considering these figures, there is plenty of opportunity for Canada to grow and diversify its services exports to China, and Canada can be strategic in its negotiations by targeting sectors that are still relatively closed to foreign investment but that are key to China’s developmental and economic reforms in the longer term.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: CHAFTA AND CNZFTA

In negotiating trade in services with China, Canada can pay special consideration to ChAFTA and the China-New Zealand FTA (CNZFTA), both of which included extensive sections on bilateral services trade. Negotiating preferential access to non-traditional service sectors, and to sectors where foreign investment is still limited but poised for further liberalization in the future, may lead to unique opportunities for Canadian businesses. Such sectors include: financial services, telecommunications services, legal services, education services, and health and aged-care services.

17. Ibid.
FINANCIAL SERVICES

China’s financial services sector has traditionally been one of the more government-controlled and restricted. However, recent economic restructuring has opened up the sector to domestic private investors, and is very slowly opening its doors to make more space for foreign investors as well. Most notably, the revised Foreign Investment Industrial Guidance Catalogue proposes to open China’s credit rating market to foreign participants, meaning that international rating agencies will be able to take a greater ownership stake than is currently allowed, which is a minority stake in joint-venture operations.¹⁸

ChAFTA also included a robust subsection on commercial and financial services exports, wherein Australian banks, insurers, and securities firms are provided with exclusive liberties, such as the ability to establish joint-venture futures companies with up to 49 per cent Australian ownership.¹⁹

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

ChAFTA can also provide a model for negotiating greater access to China’s relatively closed telecommunications sector. For instance, under ChAFTA, Australian companies investing in specific value-added telecommunications services in the Shanghai Free Trade Zone (SFTZ) have greater market access and greater certainty for telecommunications investments in the SFTZ. Australian telecommunications providers are also able to enjoy increased foreign equity limits, which allows for wholly Australian-owned companies to supply domestic multi-party communication services, application store services, store and forward services, and call centre services in the SFTZ. ²⁰ When it comes to joint ventures within the SFTZ, ChAFTA also stipulates that Australian-owned enterprises can enjoy increased equity participation of up to 55 per cent, greater than the standard 50 per cent limit for other foreign investors.²¹

In addition to the above benefits, China also agreed to specific commitments to address industry-specific concerns such as licensing and transparency. A Trade in Services Committee was established under ChAFTA, serving as a direct communication channel for Australian telecommunications industry participants to raise concerns and voice opinions.²²

---

²⁰. Ibid.
LEGAL SERVICES

There are still many barriers to entry into China's legal services that range from heavy government restrictions to cultural barriers. However, the legal sector is theoretically one of the most promising sectors in terms of growth of business opportunities for both international law firms and lawyers. Through ChAFTA, Australia secured the first-ever treaty commitments from China on commercial associations between law firms. The commercial associations outlined by ChAFTA stipulate that:

- Australian qualified lawyers will be able to practise Australian and international law;
- Legal practitioners qualified to practise law in other foreign countries will also be able to practise the laws of those countries; and,
- Chinese-qualified lawyers will be able to practise Chinese and international law without suspension of their Chinese practising certificates.

EDUCATION SERVICES

China’s public education system is heavily state-regulated. However, foreign investors can establish joint schools with foreign-majority ownership. Furthermore, according to the CNZFTA, individual education service suppliers from New Zealand are able to enter China to provide education services when invited by Chinese counterparts, or when employed by Chinese schools and other education-related institutions.

Although Canadian private schools already have a relatively large presence across China, Canada can strategically advance its standing to attract more students and resources in China through negotiations. Education is New Zealand's most important service export to China, and the CNZFTA guarantees that China will list eight New Zealand universities, 20 institutes and polytechnics, as well as six private training establishments on the government’s official Ministry of Education website under the “Study Abroad” section.

26. Ibid.
Above all, the CNZFTA also stipulates initiatives by both parties to establish a joint working group to look into possibilities for the mutual recognition of each party’s respective vocational qualifications.²⁷

HEALTH AND AGED-CARE SERVICES

Similar to the education sector, China’s health sector is heavily state-regulated; however, considering China’s demographic shift toward an aging population, opportunities are opening up in the care economy. Long-term treatment and aged-care services will grow in demand, and China is already aware of Canada’s expertise in this sector, as exemplified by the recent purchase of a C$1B Canadian retirement-home chain, Retirement Concepts, by one of China’s largest conglomerates, Anbang.²⁸

With respect to aged-care services, Australia received China’s first-ever FTA commitment in this sub-sector. Under ChAFTA, China permits Australian aged-care service suppliers to establish profit-making institutions throughout the country with no geographical restrictions.²⁹ Furthermore, care services pertaining to mental health are also opportunities within the care economy that are worth exploring, and with China’s two-child policy now underway, similar opportunities for Canadian services exports may be available in maternal care and related sectors as well.

INVESTMENT

Many recent regional and bilateral trade agreements include chapters on expanding investment protection. These chapters establish terms and conditions for private investment by foreign nationals and companies. Investment chapters frequently seek to place domestic investors, foreign investors, and third-state investors on an equal playing field through non-discrimination clauses on national treatment and most-favoured-nation treatment.

One of the most debated aspects of these chapters is the scope and methods of dispute settlement through a process known as investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS), which allows foreign investors access to an international dispute forum

rather than having to rely on the host’s domestic legal system. ISDS, however, has been criticized for providing too much power to the foreign investor and too little to the host nation to protect domestic policy goals such as social and environmental protections. Although Canada currently has an ISDS provision in place with China through the Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPA), ratified in 2014 under the Harper government, there are areas to improve if it were to be included in a CCFTA.

**CURRENT STATUS OF INVESTMENT ISSUES IN CHINA**

Investment between Canada and China has grown substantially over the past decade, though it can be difficult to determine by exactly how much due to large discrepancies between sources.

**FIG. 4**

**Comparison of Statistics for Chinese Investment into Canada, 2007 to 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistics Canada (FDI stock)</strong></td>
<td>4,224</td>
<td>5,665</td>
<td>12,220</td>
<td>12,112</td>
<td>15,359</td>
<td>11,619</td>
<td>13,742</td>
<td>15,617</td>
<td>19,616</td>
<td>110,174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**China’s Ministry of Commerce (FDI stock)**¹</td>
<td>1,348</td>
<td>1,352</td>
<td>1,907</td>
<td>2,681</td>
<td>3,687</td>
<td>5,049</td>
<td>6,382</td>
<td>8,603</td>
<td>10,890</td>
<td>42,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APFC Investment Monitor (FDI flows not including disinvestment)</strong></td>
<td>660</td>
<td>4,831</td>
<td>7,703</td>
<td>13,614</td>
<td>12,177</td>
<td>13,795</td>
<td>44,921</td>
<td>8,959</td>
<td>39,592</td>
<td>146,252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C$ Millions)

*Source: Statistics Canada (FDI Stock), China’s Ministry of Commerce, and APFC Investment Monitor

Note 1: Values converted from USD to CAD.*

Due in part to confusion around the amount of Chinese investment, Canadians are generally concerned about investment from China into Canada. There has been significant criticism of the Canada-China FIPA. Critics of the FIPA argue that the treaty favours China by: (1) granting advantages to Chinese investors without reciprocity; (2) creating a liability for Canadian taxpayers by allowing China’s investors dispute settlement options that circumvent Canadian legal systems; (3) installing a dispute settlement system that allows arbitration panels to conduct their hearings with minimum transparency; and (4) implementing a deal that is binding for an excessive length of time – 31 years.
Canadian public opinion on Chinese investment may be shifting. In APF Canada’s 2015 National Opinion Poll on Asian Investment in Canada, 42 per cent of Canadians supported Chinese investment and 49 per cent opposed it.\textsuperscript{30} In the same poll, 48 per cent of Canadians associated Chinese investment with the phrase “loss of control over our resources.” However, in the 2017 survey, 63 per cent of Canadians thought an FTA with China would encourage needed investment in Canadian businesses.\textsuperscript{31}

**LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: CETA, CHAFTA, CHINA-KOREA FTA, AND TPP**

ISDS has been an increasingly debated topic as the number of international investment and trade agreements continues to grow, and, more importantly, as they continue to include ISDS provisions.

**CETA**

Canada’s FTA with the European Union has one of the more innovative mechanisms for ISDS. While not officially labelled a “court,” the agreement includes a new arbitration mechanism that includes a tribunal of first instance and, under certain circumstances, an appellate mechanism. This new “court” is more of a fixed mechanism than previous ISDS panels, and it requires arbitrators to avoid conflicts of interest and to refrain from providing legal counsel or acting as a witness or expert in other disputes. There is also hope that this new tribunal will improve consistency in treaty interpretation and arbitration outcomes. However, there is still significant criticism of ISDS in CETA, with experts stating that the changes are too modest to truly shift away from the deficiencies found in current ISDS systems. Critics point to the fact that the tribunals continue to use the same group of arbitrators because arbitrators are required to have “demonstrated expertise” in international investment law, and the fact that arbitrators are still given enormous discretion in determining treaty obligations. They also criticize the investment chapter in CETA for providing far more protection for foreign investors than national governments.

**CHAFTA**

CHAFTA provides a very narrow ISDS regime, showing the desire in both Australia and China to limit foreign investor protection. The only substantive right allowing investors to bring a claim in the context of CHAFTA is when foreign investors


are not afforded national treatment – meaning they are not treated by the host government in the same way a domestic investor would be. Australian investors in China have more limited protection than Chinese investors in Australia, with Chinese investors receiving national treatment at all stages of investment, while Australian investors in China only receive protection in the post-establishment phase. This allows the Chinese government to regulate certain sectors by restricting or prohibiting foreign investment. ChAFTA also establishes a “future work program” wherein the ISDS framework will be reviewed by both countries within three years of ChAFTA entering into force, and there is the possibility of adding further protections.

CHINA-KOREA FTA

While the China-Korea FTA investment provisions mostly reflect the terms within the China-Japan-Korea trilateral investment treaty, there are a few notable expansions. First, while Korea – like Australia – does not have pre-establishment-phase national treatment protection, there is a commitment within the treaty to conduct future negotiations on this. ISDS is included in the China-Korea FTA, and does not specifically exclude IPRs, as is the case in the China-Japan-Korea treaty. There is also a provision within the treaty regarding direct versus indirect expropriation that allows national governments to perform regulatory actions for the purpose of legitimate public welfare objectives, so long as it is non-discriminatory.

TPP

In general, the TPP’s ISDS provisions are similar to those in other international treaties. However, there are again a few innovations and unique arrangements to consider: documents relevant to arbitration proceedings must be made public; there are penalties for frivolous claims; and expropriation is defined and is generally not actionable. The agreement also exempts “tobacco control measures” from arbitration.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND THE FUTURE OF CANADA-CHINA TRADE

Emerging technologies are at the forefront of how economies and societies will grow and transform. Key technologies that will shape the future of the global economy, and that Canada and China have vested interests in, include biotechnology, industrial robotics, artificial intelligence, information and communications technology, and cybersecurity. While trade and investment between Canada and China in these technologies is still embryonic, proactive engagement now can lead to establishing future global norms in their trade and use.32

CURRENT STATUS OF EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

BIOTECHNOLOGIES

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines biotechnology as the application of science and technology to living organisms in order to change living or non-living materials for better production of knowledge, goods, and services.\(^3^3\) The debates regarding biotechnology in trade agreements typically revolve around the trade-off between scientific risk and efficiency gains and the political use of this trade-off.

OECD data shows that Canada and China are very similar in terms of the number of biotechnology patents filed, with China’s and Canada’s share of all biotechnology patents from 2010 to 2013 being 3.5 per cent and 2.6 per cent, respectively. This made China and Canada the seventh and eighth top filers of biotechnology patents in the world, respectively.\(^3^4\)

In China, biotechnology is a growing industry. The Chinese government has recognized the importance of developing biotechnology, labelling it a strategic emerging industry in the 12th and 13th five-year plans. China is particularly emerging as a leader in biopharmaceuticals, and the Chinese biopharmaceutical market is predicted to be the second-largest, behind the United States, by 2020.\(^3^5\)

ROBOTICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Advancements in robotics will play a critical role in the future for not only increasing productivity, but also filling in gaps due to labour shortages. An industrial robot is defined as an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which can be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.\(^3^6\)

In 2015, approximately 68,600 robots were sold in China and 2,250 in Canada. While the number of robots was higher in China, industrial robot density, or the number of multipurpose industrial robots per 10,000 persons employed in an industry, was higher in Canada at 118 units, compared with 49 units in China.\(^3^7\)
Although artificial intelligence (AI) may sound as if it belongs more in a science fiction novel than a trade negotiation, the truth is that machine learning will potentially become a major fixture in how technology will evolve going forward. AI is the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.  

Canada is emerging as a world leader in AI technologies. Pioneering research at the University of Toronto, University of Montreal, and University of Alberta in AI and deep learning are helping to build a Canadian brand in emerging technologies. The Canadian government has also recognized the merit of developing its AI industry by creating a $125M Pan-Canadian Artificial Intelligence Strategy.

In the case of China, a recent announcement by Lei Jun, deputy to the National People’s Congress, signalled that the Chinese government also has plans to develop AI by calling on the government to “lay down top-down structures and special planning on the development of AI.” Also, three of China’s largest technology companies – Alibaba, Baidu, and Tencent – have scheduled plans for AI laboratories and projects worth billions of dollars.

**ICT AND CYBERSECURITY**

The World Bank defines information and communications technology (ICT) as hardware, software, networks, and media for the collection, storage, processing, transmission, and presentation of information. Cybersecurity is the act of protecting ICT systems and their contents. One way of thinking about cybersecurity in the context of a CCFTA is in terms of the possible trade-off between security and efficiency, or “imposing some loss on domestic economies in exchange for less systematic risk to critical information infrastructures,” and how this may be affected by current and future laws and political interests.

---


Regarding foreign investment in Canadian telecommunications companies, comprehensive restrictions were first enshrined in the Telecommunications Act of 1993 for national sovereignty and security reasons. Despite the Act being amended in 2012 to allow foreign investment for telecommunications companies of less than a 10 per cent share of the total Canadian telecommunications market in 2012, as of mid-2015 no well-established foreign player had entered the Canadian market.\(^42\)

Regarding China, the United States has raised concerns over a series of Chinese measures that would “impose severe restrictions on a wide range of foreign ICT products and services with a long-term goal of replacing foreign ICT products and services,” to make certain ICT in critical sectors be “secure and controllable.”\(^43\) One example is the measure drafted by the China Banking Regulatory Commission, which commissioned “75 per cent of ICT products used in the banking system to be ‘secure and controllable’ by 2019 and that imposed a series of criteria that would shut out foreign ICT providers from China’s banking sector.”\(^44\)

**LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: TPP AND CETA**

Given the relative infancy of biotechnology, robotics and AI, and ICT and cybersecurity, there is relatively little application on their treatment in the context of FTAs. Due to the emerging nature of the technologies, in some instances FTA working groups have been established to facilitate co-operation and exchange between parties.

**TPP**

The TPP includes a provision to establish a working group on biotechnology. Although the provisions are aspirational in nature, the creation of the working group under the Committee on Agricultural Trade for information exchange and co-operation on trade-related matters associated with products of modern biotechnology is a model that could be adopted for biotechnology, robotics, AI, and ICT. In terms of cybersecurity, Article 14.16 of the TPP states that parties recognize the “importance of cooperating on cybersecurity matters, including using ‘existing collaboration mechanisms’ to identify and mitigate malicious intrusions and malicious code” but the text “contains no specific obligations with respect to such cybersecurity cooperation.”\(^45\)

---

44. Ibid.
CETA

The strategic partnership agreement negotiated on the margins of CETA to enhance co-operation on non-trade issues is a good model for a potential CCFTA to incorporate greater collaboration on issues like cybersecurity.

SOE REFORMS

State-owned enterprises (SOEs) are “enterprises where the state has significant control through full majority, or significant minority ownership.” China’s SOE landscape consists of 113 very large monopolies controlled by central government, and an uncertain number of smaller SOEs controlled by provincial and municipal governments. They play a large role in China’s international transactions and investments, and contributed approximately 70 per cent of China’s stock of outward investment in 2008 to 2009. According to the APF Canada Investment Monitor, Chinese SOEs were linked to C$65.26B of investment announcements in a total of 116 deals from 2003 to 2016.

CURRENT STATUS OF SOE REFORM IN CHINA

Chinese SOE reforms are continually discussed with uncertainty regarding the development of their implementation. The reforms signal a move toward more distinct classifications and privatization, addressing government subsidies and fair competition under market rules. Four major SOE reforms have recently been proposed by China. One to take note of during CCFTA negotiations is the “mixed-ownership economy” reform, which aims to promote equity diversity through enabling private capital and other state-owned investments to hold shares in SOEs. In this reform, state capital is encouraged to seek opportunities and profits in private enterprises.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: TPP AND ChAFTA

TPP

A CCFTA would benefit from adopting provisions set out in Chapter 17 of the TPP, which addresses the commercial activities of SOEs and private companies in

---

international trade. There are several elements the TPP takes into account to level the playing field between foreign private enterprises and SOEs. First, it includes subsidy rules to services exports of SOEs and operations of SOE manufacturers in foreign territory, as well as the strengthening of "non-discrimination rules to apply to all commercial purchases and sales of SOEs wherever they operate in the TPP trade area." Second, the TPP prohibits SOEs from discriminating against other TPP firms when buying or selling goods or services.  

Third, the chapter ensures that TPP parties agree not to cause "adverse effects to the interest of other TPP parties by providing non-commercial assistance to an SOE that produces and sells goods in the territory of another party." Fourth, the TPP also contains transparency provisions, whereby member countries must, on request, provide fellow TPP countries with a list of all SOEs or list them on a public website. This list is to include the percentage of shares held in an SOE, the titles of government officials serving as officers or on the board, annual revenues, special legal benefits, and information on subsidies.  

Finally, on immunity, the TPP requires countries to provide courts with jurisdiction over commercial activities of foreign SOEs "so that a foreign SOE operating in a TPP country could not evade legal action regarding its commercial activities merely by claiming sovereign immunity."

ChAFTA

ChAFTA has set out its own provisions concerning SOEs. All investments made by Chinese SOEs will be screened by the Australian Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), regardless of transaction size. This is subject to a review in three years, with the next occurring in 2018. In order to safeguard "national interest," decisions made by the FIRB concerning SOEs cannot be challenged by any party using ISDS. There are similar provisions in the Investment Canada Act, which states that the Canadian government will "ensure that the governance and commercial orientation of SOEs are considered in determining whether reviewable acquisitions of control in Canada by the SOE are of net benefit to Canada." The Act’s ambiguous definition of SOEs – "an enterprise that is owned, controlled, or influenced, directly or indirectly by a foreign government" – gives Canada similar breathing space regarding screening and ISDS decisions.


HUMAN RIGHTS

Over the past three years, the Canadian media has been observantly reporting on human rights issues in China. Beyond the news headlines, however, a deeper understanding of Canadian public opinion is needed to understand how Canadian attitudes on an FTA could impact bilateral relations.

APF Canada’s 2017 National Opinion Poll revealed that, when asked to select the top issues the Canadian government should give priority to in its relationship with China, from a list of eight choices, 15 per cent of Canadians ranked publicly calling on the Chinese government to have respect for human rights and introduce democratic reforms in the Chinese political system. This was the second-most chosen option. Also, 48 per cent of those surveyed agreed that Canada will have greater influence on the non-economic dimensions of its relationship with China (e.g., in areas such as human rights, the environment, and security) if economic ties are intensified. These results suggest that these elements of the non-economic relationship must also be discussed in some capacity, as they are unlikely to be substantively covered in a CCFTA.

FIG. 5

Canadians See Benefits of Strengthened Economic Engagement with China; Although They Have Some Concerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There will be more opportunities for Canadian business</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada will be more vulnerable to the ups and downs of China’s economy</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada will be creating future economic opportunities for Canadian young people in Asia and at home</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada will be more vulnerable to economic and political pressures from the Chinese government</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada will have greater influence on non-economic dimensions of our relationship with China (e.g., human rights, the environment, security, etc.)</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada will have to compromise its relationships with traditional partners</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Base: All respondents: (n = 1,654)

Q10: Do you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding the impact on Canada of establishing closer economic ties between Canada and China? Establishing closer economic ties between Canada and China means..

Source: National Opinion Poll, 2017
STATUS OF CHINA’S HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD

The Human Freedom Index, which provides a global measurement of personal, civil, and economic freedoms, ranked China 141st out of 159 countries indexed. China was also ranked one of the three most significant backsliders in scores, with the report noting that President Xi Jinping’s campaign has “intensified into much-increased efforts to suppress freedom among the population as a whole.” In contrast, Canada was ranked the sixth-freest country in the world. Nonetheless, it has also been involved in human rights controversies surrounding its treatment of Indigenous Peoples, something China’s state-run news agency Xinhua has pointed out in its commentary on Canada.

LIMITATIONS ON THE INCLUSION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN FTAS

In recent years, the inclusion of human rights language within FTAs has been discussed more frequently. However, Canada’s FTAs have focused predominantly on economic rights, which pertain to labour and environmental standards.

While civil and political rights are important elements of discussion, experiences from previous FTAs with China show that Canada may have difficulty with such negotiations. China’s FTA-negotiating strategy with Australia, for instance, was described as driven by the principle of “non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries,” making discussion on issues of human rights especially challenging. Instead, Canada may need to turn to other avenues of discussion pertaining to human rights more broadly, such as holding human rights dialogues. In the past, Canada hosted nine bilateral human rights dialogues with China from 1997 to 2005 under the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (now known as Global Affairs Canada). These dialogues provided a forum to share views on policies and practices with respect to human rights, and an opportunity to voice concerns. However, Australia hosted its 15th dialogue with China in 2014, putting Canada behind in its engagement in human rights.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS FTAS: CHAFTA, CNZFTA, AND COCFTA

As of April 25, 2017, China had 23 FTAs underway, with 14 signed and implemented. The majority of these FTAs did not contain any provisions relating to labour standards, with the exceptions of Chile, Iceland, New Zealand, Peru, and Switzerland. In these cases, discussions on human rights were linked to the main FTA text through a separate MOU regarding labour standards and/or environmental protections. This approach may be more productive for Canada to examine further, rather than including human rights provisions in the FTA itself. While the TPP did bring about agreement in areas of much-needed labour reform, that reform still lacks a clear implementation process. In countries with poor labour rights records, there are also no discussions of how these TPP provisions will be enforced under each country’s domestic law.
ChAFTA

Similar to Canada, Australia underwent a similar debate process during negotiations of ChAFTA, with its supporters noting the opportunity to “unlock significant opportunities” by trading with China. Meanwhile, Australian critics argued that signing an FTA would result in retrogressive effects on the protection and promotion of human rights, including labour standards. Concerns were raised that signing an FTA without human rights provisions would weaken Australia’s economic power to negotiate with China, and could put trade relations at risk if Australia were to push any future human rights issues.

CNZFTA

New Zealand is one example of a successful negotiating party that has incorporated environmental and labour standards into FTAs, which is a requirement of the country’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Canada may look to the CNZFTA as an example, as it contains additional provisions that “impose legally binding obligations on China to co-operate with New Zealand on matters such as sustainable development, abolition of child and compulsory labour, and elimination of employment discrimination.”

CoCFTA

Canada may also refer to its own FTA with Columbia (CoCFTA), which includes one of the most extensive sections on human rights. One of the agreements resulting under the CoCFTA is for both parties to submit and make public an annual report on human rights that outlines the effect of the measures taken under the FTA on human rights in the territories of both countries.⁵⁴

NEXT STEPS

At its core, a CCFTA will better position Canada to achieve greater economic prosperity by increasing opportunities for the growth of Canadian businesses in China and attracting more job-creating investment in Canada. However, the success of the agreement will be judged not only by the extent of economic liberalization achieved in the agreement, but also by the support it receives from the general Canadian public. It is with this understanding that APF Canada provides the following recommendations to the Canadian government as it deliberates on its free trade negotiations with China.

1. COMMENCE NEGOTIATIONS:

Given the economic complementarities between Canada and China’s economies, as well as China’s continued economic growth trajectory, beginning negotiations on a Canada-China FTA is a must for the Canadian government. An FTA with China is not only about securing greater preferential access to the world’s second-largest economy, but also enhancing Canada’s trade diversification. A CCFTA must be a non-partisan, whole-of-government initiative, as the governments that start agreements are often not the ones that end up signing and ratifying them. A key hurdle will be to address the Canadian public’s trade- and non-trade-related concerns regarding deeper economic engagement with China.

2. LEARN FROM PREVIOUS FTAS:

Canada and China’s previous FTAs will form the basis to frame negotiations and targets to achieve in a CCFTA. While it is important for Canada to push for TPP-level and ChAFTA+ standards, Canadian negotiators must also be pragmatic about the degree of liberalization China’s government is willing to undertake in the next decade. For example, drawing from experiences from ChAFTA and the CNZFTA, Canada can push for more ambitious services access in areas such as: financial services, telecommunications services, legal services, education services, and health and aged-care services. Also, introducing TPP provisions on intellectual property and SOEs would be a progressive strategy to complement China’s ambitious domestic policies for greater IPR and SOE reform.

3. CONSIDER SECTOR-SPECIFIC ARRANGEMENTS:

Through negotiating sector-specific arrangements prior to focusing on a comprehensive formal FTA, the Canadian government can address trade irritants not necessarily covered in an FTA. Sectors that would immediately benefit from increased trade should be given priority, such as clean technology and certain natural-resource-based industries.

4. PUSH FOR GREATER PEOPLE FLOWS:

In terms of the temporary entry of businesspersons, it would be beneficial to Canada to expand the categories of skilled workers in ChAFTA to reflect the reality of skilled work professions and jobs today, as opposed to inheriting the categories from previous trade agreements and ease immigration of businesspersons’ spouses. An expansion of Canada’s Start-Up Visa Program, which targets immigrant entrepreneurs, could be considered.
A ChAFTA-like MOU that facilitates the temporary entry of labour for large infrastructure projects should only be implemented if companies meet Canadian standards in labour market testing practices and wages. Negotiating a reciprocal “working holiday” program parallel to an FTA should also be considered. Although the International Experience Canada programs have had an imbalance between foreign inbound visa holders and outbound Canadians, a Canada-China program would still provide youths in both countries greater exposure to the working environments in their destination country.

5. **CONSIDER REGULATORY RECIPROCITY:**

A CCFTA has the potential to be a unique trade agreement for Canada. As a result, novel mechanisms of implementation should be considered. If negotiators believe China would not follow up on its commitments, Canada could use a form of regulatory reciprocity to phase out tariffs or other barriers to trade based on whether each party has successfully implemented its previous commitments. This could be used in place of a tariff schedule or in addition to a schedule to ensure that both parties are held accountable to the agreement.

6. **PLAN FOR THE FUTURE:**

A negotiation for an FTA with China will take considerable time to negotiate and will possibly only be fully implemented decades after the agreement enters into force. Trends in demographics present opportunities in China’s health-care economy that Canada will benefit from through securing greater preferential access to the market now. Although trade between Canada and China in emerging technologies such as biotechnology, robotics, AI, and ICT may be still nascent, a CCFTA provides a platform for greater collaboration in establishing norms of trade in these goods. This could be achieved by creating working groups to enhance co-operation and exchange information on issues, including on actual and proposed laws, regulations, and policies related to the trade of these products.

7. **IMPROVE INVESTOR STATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT:**

One of the major criticisms of the Canada-China FIPA, and of bilateral investment treaties in general, is their use of ISDS. Although a CCFTA provides a platform to address some of these criticisms, not all can be addressed without eliminating ISDS, which is not prudent.
An investment chapter within a CCFTA should include improved ISDS provisions that allow governments the right to regulate, especially when it comes to: favouring public policy welfare objectives; instituting penalties for frivolous claims to reduce unnecessary burden on the government; increasing transparency by making filing documents, witness expert testimonies, amicus briefs, and final dispute settlement decisions publicly available; and creating a standing database of ISDS arbitrators who can serve as arbitrators for disputes but who cannot serve as legal counsel in such disputes, thereby eliminating the conflict of interest.

8. ADDRESS NON-TRADE ISSUES:

While collaboration on non-trade issues like human rights, cybersecurity, and environmental protection is not extensively covered in FTAs, they remain key issues that the Canadian people want to see addressed in forming deeper relations with China. Through forming a strategic partnership agreement similar to the one conceived on the margins of CETA, Canada can pursue greater co-operation on issues such as international peace and security, counterterrorism, human rights, clean energy and climate change, migration, sustainable development, and innovation. In respect to human rights specifically, Canada should reinstate its bilateral dialogues with China. Such a forum will provide both countries the opportunity to remind each other of their international obligations on human rights standards.
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